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Item 2.02    Results of Operations and Financial Condition.

On August 30, 2022, Big Lots, Inc. (“we,” “us,” “our” or “Company”) issued a press release (the “Earnings Press Release”) and conducted a conference call, both of which: (i) reported our unaudited results for the second quarter of
fiscal 2022; (ii) provided guidance for the third quarter of fiscal 2022; (iii) provided guidance for fourth quarter of fiscal 2022; and (iv) directed listeners to an investor presentation published on our website on our results for the second
quarter of fiscal 2022 (the “Investor Presentation”).

The Earnings Press Release, the conference call and the Investor Presentation included “non-GAAP financial measures,” as that term is defined by Rule 101 of Regulation G (17 CFR Part 244) and Item 10 of Regulation S-K (17 CFR
Part 229). Specifically, the following non-GAAP financial measures were included: (i) adjusted selling and administrative expenses; (ii) adjusted selling and administrative expense rate; (iii) adjusted operating loss; (iv) adjusted
operating loss rate; (v) adjusted income tax benefit; (vi) adjusted effective income tax rate; (vii) adjusted net loss; (viii) adjusted diluted earnings (loss) per share; (ix) adjusted operating expenses and (x) adjusted operating expense rate.

The non-GAAP financial measures exclude from the most directly comparable financial measures calculated and presented in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America (“GAAP”) the
following item for the periods noted:

Item Fiscal 2022 Second Quarter
Fiscal 2022 Second Quarter Year-

to-Date
After-tax adjustment to exclude store asset impairment charges of $18.1 million, or $0.63 per diluted share X X

The Earnings Press Release and the Investor Presentation posted in the Investor Relations section of our website contain a presentation of the most directly comparable financial measure calculated and presented in accordance with
GAAP and a reconciliation of the difference between the non-GAAP financial measures and the most directly comparable financial measures calculated and presented in accordance with GAAP.

Our management believes that disclosure of the non-GAAP financial measures provides useful information to investors because the non-GAAP financial measures present an alternative and more relevant method for measuring our
operating performance, excluding special items included in the most directly comparable GAAP financial measures, which our management believes are more indicative of our ongoing operating results and financial condition. These
non-GAAP financial measures, along with the most directly comparable GAAP financial measures, are used by our management to evaluate our operating performance.

Non-GAAP financial measures should not be considered in isolation from, or as a substitute for, financial information presented in accordance with GAAP. Non-GAAP financial measures as reported by us may not be comparable to
similarly titled items reported by other companies.

Attached as exhibits to this Form 8-K are copies of the Earnings Press Release (Exhibit 99.1), the transcript of our August 30, 2022 conference call (Exhibit 99.2) and the Investor Presentation (Exhibit 99.3), including information
concerning forward-looking statements and factors that may affect our future results. The information in Exhibits 99.1, 99.2 and 99.3 is being furnished, not filed, pursuant to Item 2.02 of this Form 8-K. By furnishing the information in
this Form 8-K and the attached exhibits, we are making no admission as to the materiality of any information in this Form 8-K or the exhibits.



Item 9.01    Financial Statements and Exhibits.

(d) Exhibits

Exhibit No. Description

99.1 Big Lots, Inc. press release on operating results and guidance dated August 30, 2022.

99.2 Big Lots, Inc. edited conference call transcript dated August 30, 2022.

99.3 Big Lots, Inc. investor presentation on our results for the second quarter of fiscal 2022 dated August 30, 2022.

104 Cover Page Interactive Data File (formatted as Inline XBRL).

Signature

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned hereunto duly authorized.

BIG LOTS, INC.

Date: September 1, 2022 By: /s/ Ronald A. Robins, Jr.
Ronald A. Robins, Jr.
Executive Vice President, Chief Legal and Governance Officer, General Counsel and Corporate Secretary



Exhibit 99.1

PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Big Lots Reports Q2 Results

Comparable sales growth and gross margins in line with guidance

Q2 GAAP EPS loss of $2.91; adjusted EPS loss of $2.28

Inventory reduction efforts on track; reiterating Q4 gross margin normalization

Accelerating initiatives to drive shareholder value

FOR Q2 RESULTS PRESENTATION, PLEASE VISIT: https://www.biglots.com/corporate/investors

Columbus, Ohio – August 30, 2022 – Big Lots, Inc. (NYSE: BIG) today reported a net loss of $84.2 million, or $2.91 per share, for the second quarter of fiscal 2022 ended July 30, 2022. This result includes an after-tax charge of $18.1
million, or $0.63 per share associated with store asset impairment charges. Excluding this charge, the adjusted net loss was $66.0 million, or $2.28 per share (see non-GAAP table included later in this release). Net income for the second
quarter of fiscal 2021 was $37.7 million, or $1.09 per diluted share.

Net sales for the second quarter of fiscal 2022 totaled $1.35 billion, a 7.6% decrease compared to $1.46 billion for the same period last year, and an increase of 7.5% compared to the second quarter of 2019. The decline to last year was
driven by a comparable sales decrease of 9.2%. The 3-year comparable sales growth rate was 3.6% in the second quarter of fiscal 2022, an acceleration from 1.9% in the first quarter. Net new stores and relocations contributed
approximately 160 basis points of sales growth compared to the second quarter of 2021.

Commenting on today’s results announcement, Bruce Thorn, President and CEO of Big Lots stated, “We remain laser focused on helping our customers navigate these challenging times by delivering outstanding value across our
assortment. We are managing the business prudently, while working hard to build a stronger company and deliver on our commitments to our customers, associates, and shareholders.”

Mr. Thorn continued, “I’d like to thank our associates for rising to the challenge in Q2, by continuing to provide an elevated customer shopping experience and again achieving a top-tier Net Promoter Score above 80%. Our outstanding
team helped us to deliver results in line with the financial guidance we provided coming into the quarter. We managed costs tightly, made great progress on repositioning our assortment towards better bargains/closeouts and lower price
points, and took important steps to enhance our balance sheet and secure our liquidity. We also brought inventories down materially versus Q1, putting us on track to right-size our inventory position by Q4.”

“This, in turn, better positions us to bring even more deals to our customers. Consumers are stretched by inflation and starting to trade down more. We are here to help them, with strategically adjusted opening price points and



great value throughout our stores. Further, we are making our bargains/closeouts and treasures even easier to find with end-caps and signage that are simpler and more compelling.”

“We are moving faster to provide even better deals and assortments for our customers by leveraging our vendor relationships and excellent private label brands. We are also building additional capabilities to grow our ecommerce
business. We remain highly confident in the enormous value creation opportunity from Operation North Star, and I’ve never been more excited about the future.”

A summary of adjustments to loss per diluted share is included in the table below.

Q2 2022

Earnings (loss) per diluted share - as reported ($2.91)

Adjustment to exclude store asset impairment charges $0.63

Earnings (loss) per diluted share - adjusted basis ($2.28)

 Non-GAAP detailed reconciliation provided in statement below

Inventory and Cash Management
Inventory ended the second quarter of fiscal 2022 at $1,159.0 million compared to $943.8 million for the same period last year, with the 22.8% increase encompassing significantly higher unit costs and a significant increase in in-transit
inventory.

The company ended the second quarter of fiscal 2022 with $49.1 million of Cash and Cash Equivalents and $252.6 million of Long-term Debt, compared to $293.3 million of Cash and Cash Equivalents and no Long-term Debt as of the
end of the second quarter of fiscal 2021. On July 29th, the company entered into an engagement letter with PNC Capital Markets LLC and PNC Bank, National Association, pursuant to which PNC Capital Markets has agreed to
arrange, on a best efforts basis, a 5-year syndicated asset-based revolving credit facility up to $900 million, with an additional uncommitted increase option of up to $300 million. The company expects to enter into the new credit facility
during the third fiscal quarter ending October 28, 2022, replacing and refinancing its existing $600 million 5-year unsecured credit facility.

Dividend and Share Repurchases
As announced in a prior release, on August 23, 2022 the Board of Directors declared a quarterly cash dividend of $0.30 per common share. This dividend payment of approximately $8.7 million will be payable on September 23, 2022,
to shareholders of record as of the close of business on September 9, 2022. The company did not execute any share repurchases during the quarter. The company has $159 million remaining under its December 2021 $250 million
authorization.

Company Outlook
For the third quarter, the company expects one-year comps to be down in the low double-digit range. Net new stores will add about 140 bps of growth versus 2021. The company expects continued significant promotional activity in Q3,
resulting in a quarter gross margin rate into the mid-30s, and that SG&A dollars will grow low single-

(1)

(1)



digits to 2021. Given an atypically wide range of outcomes, the company is not providing EPS guidance at this point. The company expects a share count of approximately 28.9 million for Q3. The company is taking aggressive actions
to significantly improve the gross margin rate in Q4, to a rate that is approximately in-line with the prior year quarter. In addition, the company will continue to take actions to reduce expenses.

Conference Call/Webcast
The company will host a conference call today at 8:00 a.m. ET to discuss the financial results for the second quarter of fiscal 2022. A webcast of the conference call is available through the Investor Relations section of the company’s
website http://www.biglots.com. An archive of the call will be available through the Investor Relations section of the company’s website http://www.biglots.com/ after 12:00 p.m. ET today and will remain available through midnight
ET on Tuesday, September 13, 2022. A replay of this call will also be available beginning today at 12:00 p.m. ET through September 13 by dialing 877.660.6853 (Toll Free) or 201.612.7415 (Toll) and entering Replay Conference ID
13732156.

About Big Lots
Headquartered in Columbus, Ohio, Big Lots, Inc. (NYSE: BIG) is one of America’s largest home discount retailers, operating more than 1,440 stores in 48 states, as well as a best-in-class ecommerce platform with expanded fulfillment
and delivery capabilities. The Company’s mission is to help customers “Live Big and Save Lots” by offering unique treasures and exceptional bargains on everything for their home, including furniture, seasonal decor, kitchenware, pet
supplies, food items, laundry and cleaning essentials and more. Big Lots is the recipient of Home Textiles Today's 2021 Retail Titan Award. For more information about the company or to find the store nearest you, visit biglots.com.

Cautionary Statement Concerning Forward-Looking Statements
Certain statements in this release are forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, and such statements are intended to qualify for the protection of the safe harbor provided by
the Act. The words “anticipate,” “estimate,” “approximate,” “expect,” “objective,” “goal,” “project,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” “will,” “should,” “may,” “target,” “forecast,” “guidance,” “outlook” and similar expressions generally
identify forward-looking statements. Similarly, descriptions of objectives, strategies, plans, goals or targets are also forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements relate to the expectations of management as to future
occurrences and trends, including statements expressing optimism or pessimism about future operating results or events and projected sales, earnings, capital expenditures and business strategy. Forward-looking statements are based
upon a number of assumptions concerning future conditions that may ultimately prove to be inaccurate. Forward-looking statements are and will be based upon management’s then-current views and assumptions regarding future events
and operating performance and are applicable only as of the dates of such statements. Although the company believes the expectations expressed in forward-looking statements are based on reasonable assumptions within the bounds of
knowledge, forward-looking statements, by their nature, involve risks, uncertainties and other factors, any one or a combination of which could materially affect business, financial condition, results of operations or liquidity.

Forward-looking statements that the company makes herein and in other reports and releases are not guarantees of future performance and actual results may differ materially from those discussed in such forward-looking statements as
a result of various factors, including, but not limited to, developments related to the COVID-19 coronavirus pandemic, current economic and credit conditions, the cost of goods, the inability to successfully execute strategic initiatives,
competitive pressures, economic pressures on customers and the company, the availability of brand name closeout merchandise, trade restrictions, freight costs, the risk that the company is unable



to refinance or replace its $600 million five-year unsecured credit facility or amend the synthetic lease for its distribution center in Apple Valley, California as contemplated by the consent letters entered into by the company with
respect to the credit facility and synthetic lease, the risks discussed in the Risk Factors section of the company’s most recent Annual Report on Form 10-K, and other factors discussed from time to time in other filings with the SEC,
including Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q and Current Reports on Form 8-K. This release should be read in conjunction with such filings, and you should consider all of these risks, uncertainties and other factors carefully in evaluating
forward-looking statements.

You are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date thereof. The company undertakes no obligation to publicly update forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new
information, future events or otherwise. You are advised, however, to consult any further disclosures the company makes on related subjects in public announcements and SEC filings.

CONTACTS:

Investor Relations
Alvin Concepcion
aconcepc@biglots.com
614-278-2705

Tom Filandro
Tom.filandro@icrinc.com
646-277-1235

Media Relations
Josh Chaney
jchaney@biglots.com
614-398-8896



BIG LOTS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS

(In thousands)

JULY 30 JULY 31
2022 2021

(Unaudited) (Unaudited)

ASSETS

Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents $49,144 $293,322 
Inventories 1,159,008 943,776 
Other current assets 110,926 142,066 

   Total current assets 1,319,078 1,379,164 

Operating lease right-of-use assets 1,700,600 1,652,631 

Property and equipment - net 753,696 737,259 

Deferred income taxes 20,991 18,316 
Other assets 36,995 35,355 

$3,831,360 $3,822,725 

LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY

Current liabilities:
Accounts payable $403,697 $390,597 
Current operating lease liabilities 233,883 218,930 
Property, payroll and other taxes 95,323 102,477 
Accrued operating expenses 121,583 137,874 
Insurance reserves 40,210 36,033 
Accrued salaries and wages 23,476 72,306 
Income taxes payable 1,632 1,396 

   Total current liabilities 919,804 959,613 

Long-term debt 252,600 0 

Noncurrent operating lease liabilities 1,572,575 1,492,148 
Deferred income taxes 0 1,287 
Insurance reserves 59,621 58,955 
Unrecognized tax benefits 8,266 10,392 
Other liabilities 127,767 146,961 

Shareholders' equity 890,727 1,153,369 
$3,831,360 $3,822,725 



BIG LOTS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS

(In thousands, except per share data)

13 WEEKS ENDED 13 WEEKS ENDED

JULY 30, 2022 JULY 31, 2021
% %

(Unaudited) (Unaudited)

Net sales $1,346,221 100.0 $1,457,374 100.0 

Gross margin 438,548 32.6 577,797 39.6 

Selling and administrative expenses 510,444 37.9 488,658 33.5 

Depreciation expense 37,197 2.8 35,289 2.4 

Operating (loss) profit (109,093) (8.1) 53,850 3.7 

Interest expense (3,904) (0.3) (2,296) (0.2)

Other income (expense) 257 0.0 (133) (0.0)

(Loss) income before income taxes (112,740) (8.4) 51,421 3.5 

Income tax (benefit) expense (28,590) (2.1) 13,714 0.9 

Net (loss) income ($84,150) (6.3) $37,707 2.6 

Earnings (loss) per common share

Basic ($2.91) $1.11 

Diluted ($2.91) $1.09 

Weighted average common shares outstanding

Basic 28,919 34,004 

Dilutive effect of share-based awards — 712 

Diluted 28,919 34,716 

Cash dividends declared per common share $0.30 $0.30 



BIG LOTS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS

(In thousands, except per share data)

26 WEEKS ENDED 26 WEEKS ENDED

JULY 30, 2022 JULY 31, 2021
% %

(Unaudited) (Unaudited)

Net sales $2,720,935 100.0 $3,082,926 100.0 

Gross margin 943,142 34.7 1,231,744 40.0 

Selling and administrative expenses 991,223 36.4 986,076 32.0 

Depreciation expense 74,553 2.7 69,266 2.2 

Operating (loss) profit (122,634) (4.5) 176,402 5.7 

Interest expense (6,654) (0.2) (4,864) (0.2)

Other income 1,297 0.0 827 0.0 

(Loss) income before income taxes (127,991) (4.7) 172,365 5.6 

Income tax (benefit) expense (32,759) (1.2) 40,095 1.3 

Net (loss) income ($95,232) (3.5) $132,270 4.3 

Earnings (loss) per common share

Basic ($3.31) $3.81 

Diluted ($3.31) $3.75 

Weighted average common shares outstanding

Basic 28,770 34,676 

Dilutive effect of share-based awards — 643 

Diluted 28,770 35,319 

Cash dividends declared per common share $0.60 $0.60 



BIG LOTS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS

(In thousands)

13 WEEKS ENDED 13 WEEKS ENDED

JULY 30, 2022 JULY 31, 2021

 (Unaudited) (Unaudited)

  Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities $60,824 ($62,135)

  Net cash used in investing activities (45,631) (44,916)

  Net cash used in financing activities (27,756) (212,956)

Decrease in cash and cash equivalents (12,563) (320,007)

Cash and cash equivalents:

  Beginning of period 61,707 613,329 

  End of period $49,144 $293,322 



BIG LOTS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS

(In thousands)

26 WEEKS ENDED 26 WEEKS ENDED

JULY 30, 2022 JULY 31, 2021

 (Unaudited) (Unaudited)

  Net cash (used in) provided by operating activities ($135,409) $142,158 

  Net cash used in investing activities (86,872) (77,086)

  Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities 217,703 (331,306)

Decrease in cash and cash equivalents (4,578) (266,234)

Cash and cash equivalents:

  Beginning of period 53,722 559,556 

  End of period $49,144 $293,322 



BIG LOTS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
RECONCILIATION OF NON-GAAP FINANCIAL MEASURES

(In thousands, except per share data)
(Unaudited)

The following tables reconcile: selling and administrative expenses, selling and administrative expense rate, operating loss, operating loss rate, income tax benefit, effective income tax rate, net loss, and diluted earnings (loss) per share for the second quarter of
2022 and the year-to-date 2022 (GAAP financial measures) to adjusted selling and administrative expenses, adjusted selling and administrative expense rate, adjusted operating loss, adjusted operating loss rate, adjusted income tax benefit, adjusted effective
income tax rate, adjusted net loss, and adjusted diluted earnings (loss) per share (non-GAAP financial measures).

Second Quarter of 2022 - Thirteen weeks ended July 30, 2022

 As Reported
Adjustment to exclude store asset

impairment charges
 As Adjusted 

 (non-GAAP)
 Selling and administrative expenses $ 510,444 $ (24,105) $ 486,339 
 Selling and administrative expense rate 37.9 % (1.8 %) 36.1 %
 Operating loss (109,093) 24,105 (84,988)
 Operating loss rate (8.1 %) 1.8 % (6.3 %)
 Income tax benefit (28,590) 5,956 (22,634)
 Effective income tax rate 25.4 % 0.1 % 25.5 %
 Net loss (84,150) 18,149 (66,001)
 Diluted earnings (loss) per share $ (2.91) $ 0.63 $ (2.28)

The above adjusted selling and administrative expenses, adjusted selling and administrative expense rate, adjusted operating loss, adjusted operating loss rate, adjusted income tax benefit, adjusted effective income tax rate, adjusted net loss, and adjusted diluted
earnings (loss) per share are “non-GAAP financial measures” as that term is defined by Rule 101 of Regulation G (17 CFR Part 244) and Item 10 of Regulation S-K (17 CFR Part 229). These non-GAAP financial measures exclude from the most directly
comparable financial measures calculated and presented in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America (“GAAP”) store asset impairment charges of $24,105 ($18,149, net of tax).

Year-to-Date 2022 - Twenty-six weeks ended July 30, 2022

As Reported
Adjustment to exclude store asset

impairment charges
As Adjusted 

 (non-GAAP)
Selling and administrative expenses $ 991,223 $ (24,105) $ 967,118 
Selling and administrative expense rate 36.4 % (0.9 %) 35.5 %
Operating loss (122,634) 24,105 (98,529)
Operating loss rate (4.5 %) 0.9 % (3.6 %)
Income tax benefit (32,759) 5,956 (26,803)
Effective income tax rate 25.6 % 0.2 % 25.8 %
Net loss (95,232) 18,149 (77,083)
Diluted earnings (loss) per share $ (3.31) $ 0.63 $ (2.68)



The above adjusted selling and administrative expenses, adjusted selling and administrative expense rate, adjusted operating loss, adjusted operating loss rate, adjusted income tax benefit, adjusted effective income tax rate, adjusted net loss, and adjusted diluted
earnings (loss) per share are “non-GAAP financial measures” as that term is defined by Rule 101 of Regulation G (17 CFR Part 244) and Item 10 of Regulation S-K (17 CFR Part 229). These non-GAAP financial measures exclude from the most directly
comparable financial measures calculated and presented in accordance with GAAP store asset impairment charges of $24,105 ($18,149, net of tax).

Our management believes that the disclosure of these non-GAAP financial measures provides useful information to investors because the non-GAAP financial measures present an alternative and more relevant method for measuring our operating performance,
excluding special items included in the most directly comparable GAAP financial measures, that management believes is more indicative of our on-going operating results and financial condition. Our management uses these non-GAAP financial measures,
along with the most directly comparable GAAP financial measures, in evaluating our operating performance.



Exhibit 99.2

Big Lots
Second Quarter 2022 Edited Earnings Call Transcript

August 30, 2022

Presenters
Alvin Concepcion - VP, Investor Relations
Bruce Thorn - President, CEO
Jonathan Ramsden - EVP, CFO & CAO

Q&A Participants
Spencer Hanus - Wolfe Research
Sarang Vora - Telsey Advisory Group
Matt Egger - Piper Sandler
Krisztina Katai - Deutsche Bank
Mark Jordan - Goldman Sachs
Jason Haas - Bank of America
Zachary Donnelly - KeyBanc Capital Markets

Alvin Concepcion
Good morning, this is Alvin Concepcion, Vice President of Investor Relations at Big Lots. Welcome to the Big Lots Second Quarter Conference Call. Currently, all lines are in a listen-only mode. A question-and-answer session will follow the prepared remarks.
If you require operator assistance, please press star-zero on your telephone keypad. As a reminder, this conference is being recorded.

On the call with me today are Bruce Thorn, President & Chief Executive Officer, and Jonathan Ramsden, Executive Vice President, Chief Financial and Administrative Officer.

Before starting today's call, we would like to remind you that any forward-looking statements made on the call involve risk and uncertainties that are subject to the company's safe harbor provisions as stated in the company's press release and SEC filings, and
that actual results can differ materially from those described in the forward-looking statements. We would also like to point out that, where applicable, commentary today is focused on adjusted non-GAAP results. Reconciliations of GAAP to non-GAAP
adjusted results are available in today’s press release.
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The second quarter earnings release, presentation, and related financial information are available at Biglots.com/corporate/investors.

I will now turn the call over to Bruce.

Bruce Thorn
Good morning everyone, and thank you for joining us.

The second quarter was one in which we did what we said we would do, despite a very challenging environment. We brought inventories down materially, stayed tight on both opex and capex, and made great progress on repositioning our assortment towards
better bargains, closeouts, and lower price points, while enhancing our healthy offering of treasures and everyday essentials. We also took important steps to strengthen our balance sheet and secure our liquidity. We’ll talk more about each of these points in a
moment, but this is an appropriate moment to thank our entire team here at Big Lots for their outstanding contributions over the past quarter.

For our customer, things remain tough, with high inflation making it more difficult for her to afford daily living expenses, and causing her to pull back on discretionary purchases. We serve customers across a wide range of income levels, but our lower income
customers have been hurt more than others. Never has our mission to help her live BIG and save LOTS been more important than now. We are working hard to provide her with more bargains and closeouts to help stretch her dollar, and more surprising treasures
to bring excitement and freshness to her shopping experience, as well as improving our assortment of everyday essentials she counts on.

We are leveraging the foundations upon which our company was built and leaning into our brand DNA of phenomenal value. We are simplifying our value offerings, leveraging our scale, and more deeply partnering with our vendor partners to deliver
compelling opening price
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points across our assortment. We are moving quickly to elevate our penetration of amazing bargains by way of closeouts. We are clearly communicating the uniqueness of our value offering throughout our stores and on-line with new signage and powerful
endcap displays. More detail on all of these initiatives in a moment, but I want to make sure the message for this call is clear; we are meeting the current challenges head on, we are making tremendous progress in repositioning our business for the current
environment, and we expect that to become increasingly clear in our results in the near future. I’ll now spend a few moments to share some more specifics.

As I mentioned, we remain laser focused on providing outstanding value to our customer. To do this, we are partnering closely with our vendors, flexing our long-established closeout muscle, and leveraging our excellent private label brands.

Earlier this month, we met with over 100 representatives of our top 50 vendors, to ensure we are fully aligned on how we are going to partner to deliver great value.

Last quarter, you heard me talk about cost engineering and using our scale and relationships with suppliers to offer better opening price points to create unique deals that customers can only find at Big Lots.

These are not going to be baby steps in opening price points. We’re going BIG. Across the furniture category, for example, we are margin engineering products to offer opening price points at pre-COVID levels over the coming quarters. I’m very pleased with
the progress here and you should expect to see more great opening price points on quality items in time for Labor Day, for example in sofas and recliners.

As it relates to bargains, which are closeout items, off-price brands and limited time deals, it is a target rich environment for procurement. We have already capitalized on these opportunities, and we continue to see great deals in categories such as toys,
appliances, soft home, and
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apparel. As we continue to aggressively right size our inventory position, this is freeing up additional open to buy capacity for even more deals for our customers. In order to meet our customers needs, we are planning for the mix of bargains and closeouts to
reach 1/3 of the business over time, offset by strategic reductions in less productive, or redundant, never out merchandise.

With regard to treasures, which are more unique, quirky, trendy, and seasonal items, we also expect this to represent a third of our assortment. A great example of the excitement we can bring in this area is a Disney pop-up shop within The Lot section that will
launch later this week.

In essentials, which include category staples and never outs , we have already added more daily deals this month, particularly in the food and consumables categories, and there will be more to come as we continue to curate an even better assortment of solutions
in the back half of ’22 and into ’23.

With more bargains and treasures, we are adjusting our end caps to make it easier for our customers to find and recognize these great deals. Our new endcaps will feature cleaner, simpler, and more compelling signage, price points, and assortment. In July, a little
under 40% of our end caps were bargains and treasures. By October, it will be nearly 90%. So this is a substantial step up in messaging to our consumers.

Lastly, we’re well positioned as a trade-down destination. As we continue to improve our value offerings, we’ve seen a significant increase of 16% in customer reactivations through our loyalty program. Our private brands, especially Broyhill, will play a key
role in increasing our appeal as a trade-down destination. Both Broyhill and Real Living continue to do well, with sales growth of around 20% at each brand. Across all divisions, these brands represented 30% of our business in Q2, up notably from the mid-
twenties last year. We also know that our seasonal customer has a household income that is 2x higher than our core customer, so we see that category as a year-round trade-down opportunity.
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These are all important steps we’ve taken. They are underpinned by the knowledge that across all our categories, including big ticket items, our customers will shop us when they see a great deal. While we have more work ahead of us, our strategic direction is
clear.

Turning back to the second quarter, despite volatility caused by the current macroeconomic backdrop, I am pleased we were able to deliver second quarter results inline with the financial guidance we provided.

Looking at specific category performance in the quarter, seasonal comps grew strongly, accelerating sequentially from Q1 to up to roughly 30% in Q2 on both a one-year and three-year comp basis. Relative to Q1, our Q2 3-year comp sales also accelerated in
soft home and The Lot, Apparel, and Electronics. It was inline in food, but decelerated somewhat in furniture, hard home, and consumables.

I’ll give you a little more flavor on what drove some of the category performance. In seasonal, we had high sell-throughs on many items such as gazebos and upper price points for resin wicker. Our Halloween sales were also strong, up double digits vs. prior
year.

Our food and consumables categories have stabilized with strength in candy, laundry, paper, and our salty and snack categories.

Furniture, soft home, and hard home categories continue to be impacted by consumers delaying or cutting back on higher ticket purchases.

The Lot, and Apparel drove a lot of excitement in our stores, and showcase some of our newest items and best deals.
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As we progress into the back half of the year, I’m excited about the lower opening price points, great bargains and fun treasures, and more productive essentials which will help drive momentum across our categories.

It’s now worth zooming out a little bit because it’s easy to get caught up in the near-term and lose sight of the bigger longer-term picture. Our business has historically been resilient regardless of the economic environment. That’s because value never goes out of
style, and that won’t change this time around either.

Areas where we are seeing great traction include our ecomm business, up 35% in Q2, representing 7% of total business. We were particularly pleased with an improvement in the conversion rate online by 50 basis points, which we also saw in our stores. Within
ecomm, same day delivery grew over 80%, and our convenience offerings continue to expand with new partnerships with DoorDash and Shipt. Meanwhile, we continue to focus on removing friction across the ecommerce journey, with improved navigation,
access to deals, and streamlined cart and checkout.

We’re also excited to have rolled out a regional pricing model in California with more regions to come. A more localized approach enables us to flex pricing to improve our competitive position and optimize our margin profile. Our new space planning
capabilities are also enabling us to flex and optimize our assortment across the fleet. In addition, we are investing in new tools to improve the efficiency of our promotions and are already seeing some quick wins from our work in this area.

While the furniture business has been challenging on an industry-wide basis, we are proud to be one of the few furniture retailers that customers can go to and take their furniture home that same day, while still providing her options to order on line and pick up
in store, at the curb, or delivered the same day from nearly 1,000 stores across the US. We continue to enhance our unique position with a new furniture sales model with improved staffing and incentive based
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compensation to drive engagement and sales. This model is now in 380 stores, and is continuing to do very well, delivering strong double digit lifts in stores where the full new staffing model is in place versus the rest of the chain.

Meanwhile, our new stores continue to perform well, and we have been running ahead of plan, with particularly strong performance in small town and rural markets that are increasingly the focus of our strategy. While we are prudently slowing down in the near-
term, we still see a long runway for growth with the potential for over 500 new stores over time.

Finally, we continue to improve our supply chain visibility. Earlier this month, we rolled out a new tool that enhances inventory flow to both support sales and drive down costs. In September, we’ll be opening our 4  forward DC which adds incremental capacity
to help flow inventory in the peak season. Also, by the end of September, we’ll complete phase 1 of a multi-year project to have an order management system which will give us a single view of inventory to greatly improve the omni channel customer
experience.

So to sum it up, we did what we said we would do in the face of a challenging environment in Q2. But alongside that, we continued to make tremendous progress on our journey to deliver outstanding long-term shareholder value.

We are confident in our ability to increase customer shopping frequency to grow our business through good times and bad.

We’re bringing in more bargains and closeouts that our customers need and will communicate these deals better.

We’re getting sharper and more productive on pricing and promotions.

We’re driving more excitement and freshness through our treasures and the Lot.

th
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We’re getting better at selling quality furniture that customers can take home the same day or order online with speedy delivery.

We’ve got a strong private label and seasonal offering to capitalize on trade down opportunities.

We’re improving our supply chain and tech capabilities to improve our business model and provide more convenient solutions for our customers.

All of this will help us deliver on Operation North Star strategy, which remains more critical than ever.

Simply said, we are working hard to be her best destination for quality bargains and treasures, while improving her shopability of our everyday essentials.

I’ll now pass it over to Jonathan, and I will return in a few moments to make some closing comments before taking your questions.

Jonathan Ramsden
Thanks Bruce, and I would also like to express my gratitude to the entire Big Lots team.

I am going to start by going into more detail on our Q2 results, which I will discuss on an adjusted basis, excluding store asset impairment charges, and will then address our outlook for the back half of the year. A summary of our financial results for the second
quarter can be found on page 10 of our Quarterly Results presentation.

Q2 net sales were $1.346 billion, a 7.6% decrease compared to $1.457 billion a year ago. The decline vs 2021 was driven by a comparable sales decrease of 9.2%, which was within our guidance range.
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As you will recall, our second quarter sales got off to a strong start in May, with a mid-teen 3-year comp fueled by a strategic decision to elevate promotional activity aimed at reducing inventory levels. As we successfully drove inventory levels lower, we were
able to reduce promotional activity as the quarter progressed. In turn, our 3-year comp sales trend slowed over the course of the quarter. While at the lower end of our guidance range, three-year comps ended up nearly two points ahead of Q1 at about +4%.

The slowdown in July was seen across the broader retail environment, and we were not immune. Consumers continued to feel spending pressure from high inflation, and our lower-income customer continues to be the most affected. High inflation is causing
consumers to delay or cut back on discretionary purchases, especially of high-ticket items. Since then, we have seen comp sales trends stabilize on a 1-year basis, which we will be primarily referencing going forward, from July into August.

Our second quarter adjusted net loss was $66 million, compared to $38 million of net income in Q2 of 2021. The adjusted diluted loss per share for the quarter was $2.28, versus diluted EPS of $1.09 last year.

The gross margin rate for the second quarter was 32.6%, down approximately 700 basis points from last year’s rate, and in line with our guidance. This included significant impacts from higher markdowns and freight although, as we will discuss in a moment,
we are starting to see both of these headwinds turn.

Turning to adjusted SG&A, total expenses for the quarter, including depreciation, were $523.5 million, very close to the $523.9 million last year, and a touch better than our guidance of slightly up year-over-year. Store payroll costs, bonus accruals, and equity
compensation were all below last year, but were offset by increases in distribution and outbound transportation
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expense. We expect transportation headwinds to continue through the back half of the year, but at a moderating pace as we’ve seen some relief in recent spot fuel rates.

Adjusted operating margin for the quarter was negative 6.3%, compared to a profit of 3.7% in 2021. Interest expense for the quarter was $3.9 million, up from $2.3 million in the second quarter last year.

The adjusted income tax rate in the quarter was 25.5%, compared to last year’s rate of 26.7%, with the rate change primarily driven by discrete items related to audit settlements and employment-related tax credits, partially offset by lower nondeductible
compensation expense. The tax rate comparison was impacted by comparing an income tax benefit this year to income tax expense last year.

Total ending inventory at cost was up 22.8% to last year at $1.159 billion, in line with our guidance and driven by Average Unit Cost. This represents a significant sequential improvement versus Q1.

During the second quarter, we opened 11 new stores and closed 3 stores. We ended Q2 with 1,442 stores and total selling square footage of 33.1 million.

Capital expenditures for the quarter were $46 million, compared to $45 million last year. Depreciation expense in the quarter was $37 million, up $2 million to the same period last year.

We ended the second quarter with $49 million of Cash and Cash Equivalents, and $253 million of long-term debt. At the end of Q2 2021, we had $293 million of Cash and Cash Equivalents, and no long-term debt. The year over year change reflects share
repurchases executed during fiscal 2021 and higher inventories. We did not execute any share repurchases during Q2, but have $159 million remaining available under our December 2021 authorization. On July 29th, we executed an engagement letter for a new
5-year syndicated asset-based revolving credit
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facility of up to $900mm, with an additional uncommitted increase option of up to $300mm. We are making good progress on the new facility and expect it to be completed during the current quarter, replacing and refinancing our current $600mm 5-year
unsecured credit facility. In addition, we expect to further strengthen our balance sheet through asset monetization. This includes the outright sale of approximately 25 owned stores we are targeting to complete by the end of the year, in addition to which we are
evaluating sale/leaseback proposals on our remaining owned stores and other owned assets.

On August 23, our Board of Directors declared a quarterly cash dividend for the second quarter of fiscal 2022, of $0.30 per common share. This dividend is payable on September 23, 2022 to shareholders of record as of the close of business on September 9,
2022.

Turning to the third quarter outlook, we expect the sales environment to remain uncertain. We expect 1-year comps to be down in the low double-digit range, in line with what we have seen quarter to date. Net new stores will add about 140 bps of growth versus
2021.

We expect continued promotional activity will drive our Q3 gross margin rate into the mid-thirties. While this is down from the prior year, it is sequentially better than Q2, driven in part by lessening promotional activity as we have made good progress in
clearing through inventories. We expect SG&A dollars to grow low single digits versus 2021 due primarily to increased outbound transportation costs and costs related to two incremental forward distribution centers. Overall, this will result in a significant
operating loss for the quarter. We expect a share count of approximately 28.9 million for Q3.

As we move into Q4, we expect that cleaner inventory levels, improving sales momentum due to our efforts in providing better value to customers, and lower freight and non-freight costs will lead to a recovery in Q4 gross margin to be approximately in line
with the prior year.
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While we expect the sales environment to remain uncertain, we see a more normalized 4  quarter gross margin rate for a few reasons:

• First, relative to Q3, sales should improve sequentially on a 1-year comp basis as our inventories get into a clean position, creating open to buy opportunities to offer better deals for our customers, with increased bargains and closeout offerings, unique
and exciting treasures, and lower opening price points. With improving sales and clean inventories, there is a reduced need for markdowns and promotions, which will benefit our gross margin.

• Second, in-bound freight costs are easing. In Q2, higher in-bound freight costs, including detention and demurrage charges, approached 400 bps of gross margin rate erosion versus 2019. Freight costs have been coming down since the early Spring and
we are starting to see this benefit flow through. Meanwhile, detention and demurrage charges will be much lower in the back half as we have cleaned out our DC yards and got past much of the supply chain disruption of the past 18 months.

• Third, non-freight costs are also coming down as we’re seeing price reductions from our vendors as raw material prices have moderated.

• Fourth, as Bruce referenced, we are being more targeted and efficient with pricing and promotions. Our early work in food and consumables indicates a $20 million annualized gross margin opportunity, that we are already actioning, and expect to see
benefit from in the second half.

• Last, we expect to see a shrink benefit in the fourth quarter versus the headwind we have faced in the first three quarters.

th
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We are also continuing to intensify our expense reduction efforts; we continue to expect to take out $100 million in SG&A this year versus our original plan, of which approximately $70 million is structural. This will be partially offset by outbound
transportation expense, including the impact of higher fuel rates. We have achieved approximately half of the savings in the first half of the year, and while there is some benefit in Q3, much of the balance will be in Q4 due to seasonality effects. As a reminder,
the $70 million in structural savings will come from store payroll, supplies and other goods not for resale, and headquarters costs. The balance is driven by expense flex on lower sales and lower bonus accruals. We expect to continue to drive savings in 2023 and
beyond.

In regard to capex, we now expect approximately $160 million, versus $175 million previously. On the store front, recall that last quarter we prudently slowed the pace of store openings given the current economic uncertainty. We still expect over 50 openings in
2022, though due to economic conditions, we have also taken a harder look at stores we would like to exit, including both leased stores and underperforming owned stores. Based on this review, the number of closures at the end of 2022 is likely to be higher than
previously anticipated, and could be similar to or greater than our number of openings. We see this as a very healthy pruning of our fleet and, in some cases, an acceleration of closures that would otherwise have occurred in later years. Meanwhile, our store
refresh program remains paused.

Looking forward, we continue to see major store growth opportunity and expect to continue with a healthy rate of openings in 2023, albeit while continuing to take a prudent and watchful approach.

We expect full year depreciation of around $153 million, including approximately $38 million in Q3.

We are committed to ending Q3 with cleaner inventories, as we drive higher sell-throughs and reduce receipts. As Bruce mentioned, this increases our ability to go after closeout later in the
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year when we will have more open to buy opportunities. We expect total inventory at cost at the end of Q3 to be up mid to high single-digits year-over-year, which will represent a further substantial narrowing of the sales to inventory spread from where we
ended Q2. We continue to expect Q4 inventory to be flat to down compared with the prior year.

Beyond this year, our confidence in the long-term runway for growth has not wavered, and we are optimistic about the value we will create as Operation North Star progresses. I will now turn the call back over to Bruce.

Bruce Thorn
Thank you, Jonathan. I’d like to end the call by again thanking our associates for their focus on playing to win and maintaining that obsession with the customer that has led to the very positive customer feedback. Together, we achieved a Net Promoter Score
above 80% in Q2, which is top tier in the industry. As a result of their efforts, 22 million customers have rewarded us with their loyalty.

I’ll now turn the call back over to the Moderator so that we can begin to address your questions. Thank you.

Operator
Thank you. We'll now be conducting a question and answer session. If you'd like to be placed in the question queue, please press star-one on your telephone keypad. A confirmation tone will indicate your line is in the question queue. You may press star-two if
you'd like to remove your question from the queue. For participants using speaker equipment, it may be necessary to pick up your handset before pressing star-one. One moment, please, while we poll for questions.

Our first question today is coming from Greg Badishkanian from Wolfe Research. Your line is now live.
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Spencer Hanus
This is Spencer on for Greg. So, just given the volatility in trends and weakness in the lower end consumer that we're seeing and I think a lot of people in retail are seeing, how are you thinking about the setup for the holiday season? And then, with the heavy
discounting that we've seen across retail, do you think there has been any pull forward from 4Q sales into the third quarter or potentially into the second quarter as well?

Jonathan Ramsden
Hey, Spencer, good morning. I'll jump in on that and then maybe Bruce will want to add a couple of comments. So, you know, baked into our guidance is some moderation in comps from where we were in Q2, both on a one year and a three year basis.

We did get some benefit, obviously, from the intense promotional activity in Q2, which we're kind of modeling out for Q3, and then we expect Q4 to be a little better than Q3 for a number of reasons, including some of the supply chain constraints we had last
year. So, yeah, we think that, you know, there's probably been some pull forward, and we've tried to model that into our outlook for the balance of the year.

Bruce Thorn
And I'll add by saying I think we've got a good holiday plan. The team is working very hard on making sure that we're all staffed and ready to go with good product. We've obviously tailored our assortment for the holiday. We're off to a good start with
Halloween, as we mentioned in our opening remarks. Halloween's up double digits versus last year.

And, you know, we're very much looking at what's top of mind for our consumers right now. It's tough out there, and necessities are top of mind. We're making sure we're in good stock there. Deals on big ticket items are also top of mind. Credit is still in good
shape with the consumer, as we've watched in some cases in the medium to upper income levels better than pre-pandemic. The lower income levels are still pretty strong.
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She's frugal. She's smart. Food items are still top of mind, but also home maintenance, cleaning, storage are all resilient, and especially holidays. She never stopped shopping for holiday. Holidays are important to her in good times and bad times, and we're set up
to meet her expectations for the holiday.

Spencer Hanus
Great, that's helpful. And then just to dive into SG&A for a minute, can you talk about what's driving the growth in 3Q? And then how are you thinking about pulling further costs out of the business as you start to right-size the cost structure given where the top
line is today?

Jonathan Ramsden
Yeah. So, Spencer, in Q3, the big driver is really transportation expense, which is just continuing to run, you know, pretty well up from a year ago, and then also the costs of our two newest forwarded distribution centers, which have come on stream. So, that's
what's driving SG&A up a little bit in Q3. And then we see a more favorable dynamic in Q4 as we've got more savings coming through. So, we'd expect to more be kind of flattish in Q4 on SG&A, currently.

Overall, we think there's still significant opportunity to take structural cost out of SG&A. We've taken $70 million out this year. You know, the biggest chunk of that has come out of the stores, but also some out of corporate headquarters and other areas, and we
think of that as an ongoing opportunity. We will be going after that. We are intensifying our efforts there. We've got a task force set up to really dive deep into that, and we think there's still significant opportunity beyond 2022.

Spencer Hanus
Great. Thank you.
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Operator
Thank you. Our next question is coming from Sarang Vora from TAG. Your line is now live.

Sarang Vora
Hey, good morning, guys. You know, my first question is on the current trend. Can you provide color on the low double digit negative comps you are seeing quarter to date? Is the trend, like category trends, very similar to what we saw in the second quarter, or
are you seeing shifts given the changes in the consumer behavior?

Jonathan Ramsden
Yeah. Hey, Sarang. Yeah, I'll be happy to take that. So, yeah, generally consistent with what we're seeing in Q2, you know, clearly comps in seasonal were pretty strong in Q2 because we were supporting that with a lot of promotions. A little bit of moderation
there, but generally pretty consistent.

And generally, we would say that that sequential decline from where we were for Q2 is primarily a factor of the higher promotional activity particularly around seasonal in Q2. We--we see as the quarter goes on that remaining fairly consistent, although August
was probably a somewhat more challenging comp for us that the balance of the quarter.

Sarang Vora
Got it. And, you know, my second question is on the composition of inventory. You know, you've clearly made progress from 1Q to 2Q, and it seems like, you know, there is a work in progress right now. But, you know, as you go towards the end of fourth
quarter, I heard that it will be flat to down by the end of the year. So, just curious if you could share color again on, like you know, category--like, how are you managing this inventory to be flat to down fourth quarter? Are you ordering less? Are there any
categories that could see a significant decline as you go through the fourth quarter? Just curious to know the trend on the inventory side and the composition of inventory towards--.
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Jonathan Ramsden
--Yeah, Sarang--.

Sarang Vora
--As you progress through the second--.

Jonathan Ramsden
--Sure. Yeah, so a lot of it comes back to seasonal. So we've been carrying excess seasonal inventory through Q2 and some--to some degree into Q3. And we expect that problem to be largely solved as we go into Q4 and have a much more normalized seasonal
inventory level.

And then last year we brought in a lot of seasonal relatively early in Q4, so that's one of the reasons why we're going to be down at the end of Q4, is we don't expect to fully lap that. You know, we had essentially to smooth the supply chain issues, brought in
some receipts early in Q4 last year to set us up for what we thought was going to be a stronger selling season for, you know, summer in lawn and garden.

But, yeah, we feel good about these inventory levels. An important point behind that is that it's opening up open to buy to go after better closeout opportunities, and we're excited about that.

Bruce Thorn
I'll just add the seasonal inventory we worked through in Q2 was predominantly the patio, lawn and garden furniture, and we went big in that buy last year, which we'll be able to comp. And unfortunately, there was a pullback in customer spend early in Q1 and
into Q2, as you know, this year. And so, the majority of our inventory bulge and markdown promotional activity was to move that product in Q2, which we've for the most part put behind us.

The go-forward seasonal inventory is on lower ticket items and more seasonal items that we--that we've curtailed and right-sized for the Q3 and Q4. We expect to see really nice sell-
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throughs on that and better management overall across our product lines. Merchants have done a nice job. Our planning allocation replenishment team has really tightened things up, and we're going to add a lot more bargains and treasures that's going to excite
our customers going into the back half.

Sarang Vora
That's great. Good luck with the quarter. Thank you.

Jonathan Ramsden
Thank you.

Bruce Thorn
Thank you.

Operator
Thank you. Our next question is coming from Peter Keith from Piper Sandler. Your line is now live.

Matt Egger
Hi. This is Matt on for Peter. Thanks for taking our questions. First one from me is just curious if you're seeing any tightening with your credit providers for--in regards to consumer credit.

Jonathan Ramsden
Yeah, not significantly, Matt. We actually saw an acceleration in our Big Lots credit card penetration for sales in Q2. Leasing was more sort of flattish, but we haven't seen any significant impact yet from, you know, tightening of credit availability.
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Matt Egger
Okay, great. And then secondly, I was wondering if y'all could provide a little bit more color on your furniture sales specialists. I think you said it's still driving a nice lift. But is there anything else to call out, and are you all still planning to expand its storewide
maybe by next year, or what are the plans for that? Thanks.

Bruce Thorn
Yeah, Matt, just to cover the furniture sales program, we basically have a furniture sales lead and three furniture specialists in about 380 stores right now. It gives us open to close furniture coverage, whereas typically we don't have that in the balance of chain.
We're seeing nice sales lifts, double-digit sales lift, in fully staffed stores.

We expect that, over time going into next year as we roll this program out, we can get to over 600 stores. And it's really important because buying furniture, Broyhill, large ticket items, Real Living, these brands are going to be billion dollar brands. And it's a big
ticket sale for our customers, and helping them through that requires an incented team, a knowledgeable team, to make that engagement a really good engagement.

And once again, you heard us talk in opening remarks, as we open up new stores, especially in the rural markets, our furniture program does very well there, along with our omnichannel capabilities to pick up same day from the store, buy it, take it away from
the store, or also have it shipped to our customers. So, we think that the furniture sales program that we're rolling out right now is something that we'll continue to grow in most stores across our balance of chain over time.

Matt Egger
Great. Thank y'all.

Bruce Thorn
Thank you.
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Jonathan Ramsden
Thank you.

Operator
Thank you. Our next question is coming from Krisztina Katai from Deutsche Bank. Your line is now live.

Krisztina Katai
Hi. Good morning. Thanks for taking the question. I wanted to ask about the opening price points and just the proportion of closeouts that you're working toward, which sounds like a good opportunity. Any way to quantify how the customers have responded to
your efforts here, and how best to think about the competitive dynamics across your peers as we enter the fourth quarter? Also just considering closeouts are mostly in the discretionary categories, are you making any assumptions that maybe you should go as--
after closeouts in consumable categories as well, just because that's what we see right now the customer is really looking for and is a traffic driver?

Bruce Thorn
Yeah. First--hi, Krisztina. I'll take this, the first part of your question regarding opening price points. You know, during the last couple years with the inflation rates and so on, they really pushed some of our products out of the opening price points, and we've
worked hard with our great vendor community to bring those back down, especially in areas like furniture.

For example, you know, our recliners moved from $299, in the $200 to $300 range, up to the $400, $500 range with all the freight costs and component costs. We've now worked to bring that back, and this fall we'll have a $299 recliner back. And that's just one
example. Across the home categories we're making efforts to do that, and should have a very nice opening price
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point. That's what hooks customers back in, and then we shop and trade them up with the bargains and deals that we have in store.

With regards to bargains, or what we are calling bargains, they encompass closeouts. You know, it's basically anything that is a lower comp than other retailers. Really pleased with the progress that our merchandising team is making in sourcing the bargains. I
want to explain that it's beyond food and consumables, although food and consumables is still a big part of it. In fact, we just got a national closeout on potato chips due to packaging changes just last week that is going to sell very nicely for our customers in Q3
and Q4.

But it's across the board. As we mentioned in our opening remarks, these closeouts will find a way to our end caps. In July, less than 40% of our end caps--and a basic store has about 35 end caps on--in general around the racetrack. Only about 40% had bargains
and treasures. In October this year, we'll have that penetration go to 90%, where bargains will make a major part of that end cap assortment.

So, it's going to be across all categories, and we're seeing good traction. It's a target rich environment out there. We are seeing it in toys, appliances, vacuums, home tech sales, furniture, branded product, even secondary branded product. We're very focused on
buying smart and with a good exit plan.

And everything we buy in the closeout/bargain arena, we're trying to make sure that it's accretive to that category's margin and overall company margin. So, we see a lot of opportunity to--especially during these tough times for our customers, to bring the deals
to her that she really enjoys.

Krisztina Katai
That's great. And then just to follow up on the gross margin outlook, obviously it sounds like the third quarter will still be under a little bit of pressure. Maybe just talk about your confidence in
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getting back to normalized gross margins in the fourth quarter, and just curious to hear your assumptions around the competitive environment across retail, just considering that there's a lot of retailers with heavy inventory still as of today.

Jonathan Ramsden
Yeah. Hey, Krisztina, I'll jump in on that and then I think Bruce will add a few comments. Yeah, so we are expecting some continued promotional pressure on margin in Q3, which is why we've guided to the mid 30s. We're still working through that seasonal
inventory that, you know, we came into the early spring. So, that will continue to weigh on us a little bit.

By the time we get to Q4, though, we do think that will be behind us. There are a number of factors which we think will drive our gross margin higher in Q4, which we talked about a little bit in our prepared remarks. You know, we're going to be in a better
inventory position in general coming into Q4. We're not going to have the supply chain issues that we had last year. We're going to do better on shrink. Detention and demurrage is going to come down meaningfully as we've cleaned out our yards. And freight
rates have started to turn, and we're starting to see that benefit now flow through in our gross margin rate.

So all those factors we think are going to be tailwinds as we come into Q4. We do assume it's still going to be a somewhat, you know, challenging promotional environment, and our comp outlook bakes that in. But overall, we're optimistic about Q4, and we're
up against a 37.3% rate in 2021, which we expect to, you know, be in line with in Q4.

Bruce Thorn
Yeah, and I'll add I feel like we're doing really good work to end fiscal '22 in a stronger position, keeping in mind what we said earlier. Seasonal for lawn and garden played a big role in the first half of this year, moving through that inventory. That's pretty much
behind us at this point. Promotions are going to be much more efficient going forward.
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Our vendor community is working well with us, once again, restoring those opening price points, reengineering product with good quality but more margin for us as well. All that's going to play into a better back half. So, back half should continue to grow in
margin rate, and the team's really focused on that.

Krisztina Katai
That's great. Thank you so much for the color, and best of luck.

Bruce Thorn
Thank you.

Jonathan Ramsden
Thank you.

Operator
Thank you. Our next question is coming from Kate McShane from Goldman Sachs. Your line is now live.

Mark Jordan
Good morning. This is Mark Jordan on for Kate today. I guess following up on that last question, how do you feel your opening price points are positioned relative to your competitors?

Bruce Thorn
It's a good question, Mark. You know, what we do is we look at our competitive pricing on a weekly basis, and we've added new tools, third-party resources and tools and systems, to help us do a better job ensuring that we're placed in a good competitive point.
So, that helps us establishing opening price points.
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There's some areas where we look at the elasticity and we understand the range we can be on basic, easy to shop, especially name brand items in the consumables and food areas. Other areas are little bit more difficult to shop, but we maintain a good comparison
ratio. And then once again, the increase in bargains, our ability to bring our own brands into the comparison and off-price or closeout brands, and that penetration growing across our assortment gives us a competitive edge against everyday low price match
retailers, grocery chains, etc.

So, I feel like we're in a good position. And it's getting better every week and it's going to get stronger through the back half of this year, and we'll enter '23 from a really good position with a nice balance of bargains, treasures, and everyday essentials. And in
that respect, we're aiming to get to a third of bargains across our assortment, which is better than everyday low price deals out there; a third treasures, which we're already in a good place. It's an emotional and delightful, you know, purchase for her.

And everyday essentials we're working on. That's where you really get to the price competitiveness, and we're looking at reducing some of the redundancy and making it even more productive with more solutions for her at competitive prices. So, I think we're in
good shape and getting better every week.

Mark Jordan
Perfect. And I guess it might be early if you haven't done your inventory counts yet, but do you have any update on shrink?

Jonathan Ramsden
Mark, we really don't yet because, to your point, our physical inventory cycle typically starts in January, which is where we get, you know, the full read. We are planning to do some late September sort of sample tests of inventories to see, you know, what
traction we've got.
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I mean, I think as we've talked about in the past, there was an accounting impacting Q4 that, even if our shrink rate didn't improve at all, because we effectively in Q4 2021 had to take the sort of hit for, you know, all of 2021 in terms of increased shrink rate, so
we're up against effectively a 60 basis points impact in 2021 of last year. But, you know, we're optimistic that we're going to do better than hold the rate flat. And we think all of the things we've rolled out, including new shrink technologies and better training at
the store level, new incentive plans and so on, are going to help us bring that down.

But we'll get our first read in September, so we'll report on that at our next earnings call. And then we'll get a full read in January when we begin the--you know, the full physical inventory program for next year.

Mark Jordan
Great. Thank you.

Bruce Thorn
Thanks, Mark.

Jonathan Ramsden
Thank you, Mark.

Operator
Thank you. The next question is coming from Jason Haas from Bank of America. Your line is now live.

Jason Haas
Hey, good morning and thanks for taking my questions. I'm curious if you've seen any early signs of trade down. And if not yet fully, I'm curious what categories going forward do you think are most likely to attract that trade down customer.
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Bruce Thorn
Hi, Jason. You know, trade down is happening. We believe the process is beginning. We're already in the beginning stages of it. Right now, just to give you an overview of how we see trade down. Trade down customers are pretty loyal to the store they shop and
they'll trade down within that store.

We see that in our own stores, especially in the furniture category where she'll go from a Broyhill purchase to a Real Living purchase. It's just our entry-level price point there. And so, we've seen in fact Real Living pass Broyhill in overall sales in Q2, which is a
good thing for us. Both owned brands are doing quite well.

And then they'll start changing stores, and we're seeing that starting to occur too, just at the beginning stages of it. We're starting to see customers with a higher income, over $100,000, just ever so slightly start trading into us and gaining penetration in overall
sales. But we've got a great assortment for that.

I think the trade down happens in lawn and garden, patio, our seasonal areas. We already know the household income of the customer in that area is 2X our core customer, and so we've already proven that trade down happens there. Furniture and the home
categories, hard home, soft home are great ideas for her, especially now when she's being frugal about these big ticket purchases. The accessories she can have in hard home and soft home. Big Lots is a great option for her.

So, we think trade down's happening. We think as this macroeconomic environment continues that trade down will accelerate. And what's more is--an exciting and a related way, is that our lap--or our reactivated customer growth has significantly grown Q2 this
year versus Q2 last year, up midteens versus last year. So, they're coming back as well to shop us.
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Jason Haas
Thank you. That's good to hear. And then as my follow-up question, I was just curious, maybe for Jonathan, if you could talk about the rationale for doing the sale-leaseback and I guess potentially--sorry, I can't remember the exact way that you phrased it
between the sale-leaseback and the sale of those stores. But I was just curious what was the rationale for doing that, and what's the plan to use those proceeds for?

Jonathan Ramsden
Yeah. So, there's a couple of different buckets of that, Jason. The first is we've got 25 owned stores which we are planning to sell outright, not leaseback. And they are underperforming stores that, if you impute a normal rent charge, they're not economic, and we
can sell this 25 stores for a very significant multiple of the cumulative EBITDA they're generating. In some cases, they're generating negative EBITDA. So, that one we think is, you know, kind of straightforward, and that's going to be a--you know, a fairly
significant sum.

Then we have another 25 or six owned stores that we're considering sale-leaseback proposals for. We've also got our corporate headquarters here. So, we have the ability to execute sale-leasebacks on those, which we're considering proposals currently; have not
made a final decision on, but that's something that we are actively considering.

And then we have the synthetic lease on our Apple Valley distribution center in California, which, you know, needs to be refinanced by 2024 in any case. We have--the equity attached to that belongs to us, so if we were to, you know, sell that, lease it back, and
then there's the potential equity gain there for us. But, you know, that's the other piece we need to address and we're working on currently too.

So, in terms of proceeds, you know, first of all our priority is to make sure we have appropriate levels of liquidity so we're, you know, protected from any downswings like, you know, the downswing we've all just seen over the past couple quarters. We want to
make sure we've got
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healthy levels of minimum liquidity at all times. The next priority is to make sure we're appropriately investing in the business to drive long-term growth and shareholder returns.

And then obviously, you know, the dividend, and then you have share repurchases which, assuming we have access liquidity and we've--you know, we've utilized capital to support appropriate levels of investment in the business if we have access liquidity
beyond that, then we think share repurchase is an appropriate use of that excess liquidity.

Jason Haas
Thank you.

Jonathan Ramsden
Thanks, Jason.

Operator
Thank you. The next question is coming from Zachary Donnelly from KeyBanc. Your line is now live.

Zachary Donnelly
Thank you. So, over the course of the past couple weeks, we saw some pricing investments from competitors like Family Dollar or different dollars and discounters. And so, I was wondering, kind of over the longer term, how you're thinking about potentially
the need for price investments, especially within the consumable segment.

Bruce Thorn
Yeah, good question, Zachary. You know, what we've done is we've partnered with a third-party consultant to review especially our food and consumables line so that we maintain competitiveness and also have the right bargains and deals. And we've rolled that
out on the
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consumable side of the house, and just rolled--and just started rolling out the food side of the house.

And in some cases, what we've seen both regionally and across products in national brands as well as off-price or bargains is the opportunity either take prices up or take prices down to grow our share of the marketplace. And we think that on an annualized
basis, this will add $20 million worth of margin just in food and consumables to our P&L.

That work will start showing up in Q4. So, that's just work that we're doing to ensure that we're priced competitively and also have the bargains and treasures penetration growing at the same time with opening price points that are appropriately set. We're
continuing to roll that out across the country, and we'll take that, as I mentioned earlier, to other categories across the store.

So, once again, we price scrape every week. We review things. The team is very agile and responsive in our competitive position. It's a muscle that we've actually worked on quite a bit over the last 90 days, and we're getting better and better at it.

Zachary Donnelly
Great. Thank you. I appreciate it.

Bruce Thorn
You got it, Zachary.

Operator
Thank you. That does conclude today's teleconference and webcast. A replay of this call will become available. You can access the replay until September 13th by dialing toll-free 877-660-6853 and enter the replay confirmation 13732156 followed by the pound
sign. The toll number is 1-201-612-7415, replay confirmation 13732156 followed by the pound sign.

You may now disconnect and have a great day. We thank you for your participation.
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Q2 | 2022 | 1 QUARTERLY RESULTS PRESENTATION SECOND QUARTER 2022



 

Q2 | 2022 | 2 FORWARD-LOOKING  STATEMENTS Certain statements in this release are forward- looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, and such statements are intended to qualify for the protection of the safe harbor provided by the Act. The words “anticipate,” “estimate,” “expect,” “objective,” “goal,” “project,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” “will,” “should,” “may,” “target,” “forecast,” “guidance,” “outlook” and similar expressions generally identify forward-looking statements. Similarly, descriptions of our objectives, strategies, plans, goals or targets are also forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements relate to the expectations of management as to future occurrences and trends, including statements expressing optimism or pessimism about future operating results or events and projected sales, earnings, capital expenditures and business strategy. Forward-looking statements are based upon a number of assumptions concerning future conditions that may ultimately prove to be inaccurate. Forward-looking statements are and will be based upon management’s then-current views and assumptions regarding future events and operating performance, and are applicable only as of the dates of such statements. Although we believe the expectations expressed in forward-looking statements are based on reasonable assumptions within the bounds of our knowledge, forward-looking statements, by their nature, involve risks, uncertainties and other factors, any one or a combination of which could materially affect our business, financial condition, results of operations or liquidity. Forward-looking statements that we make herein and in other reports and releases are not guarantees of future performance and actual results may differ materially from those discussed in such forward- looking statements as a result of various factors, including, but not limited to, the Covid-19 coronavirus pandemic, current economic and credit crisis, the cost of goods, our inability to successfully execute strategic initiatives, competitive pressures, economic pressures on our customers and us, the availability of brand name closeout merchandise, trade restrictions, freight costs, the risk that the company is unable to refinance or replace its $600 million five-year unsecured credit f
discussed in the Risk Factors section of our most recent Annual Report on Form 10-K, and other factors discussed from time to time in our other filings with the SEC, including Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q and Current Reports on Form 8-K. This release should be read in conjunction with such filings, and you should consider all of these risks, uncertainties and other factors carefully in evaluating forward-looking statements. You are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date thereof. We undertake no obligation to publicly update forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. You are advised, however, to consult any further disclosures we make on related subjects in our public announcements and SEC filings.



 

Q2 | 2022 | 3 SECOND QUARTER RESULTS OUTLOOK OPERATION NORTH STAR WRAP-UP APPENDIX



 

Q2 | 2022 | 4 We remain laser focused on helping our customers navigate these challenging times by delivering outstanding value across our assortment. We are managing the business prudently, while working hard to build a stronger company and deliver on our commitments to our customers, associates, and shareholders. Our outstanding team helped us to deliver results in line with the financial guidance we provided coming into the quarter. We managed costs tightly, made great progress on repositioning our assortment towards better bargains/closeouts and lower price points, and took important steps to enhance our balance sheet and secure our liquidity. We also brought inventories down materially versus Q1, putting us on track to right-size our inventory position by Q4. Bruce Thorn, President & CEO CEO COMMENT



 

Q2 | 2022 | 5 25% 22% 13% 11% 11% 9% 9% Seasonal Furniture Food Soft Home Consumables Hard Home The Lot, Apparel, Electronics, etc. Chart based on Q2 2022 sales Broad Category MixNational Store Footprint Easy checkout and multiple payment types in-store and on-line Growing Omnichannel Capabilities 1,444 Stores in 48 States BIG LOTS AT A GLANCE



 

Q2 | 2022 | 6 Down 9.2% to 2021 Over 7% eCommerce Penetration $180M Inventory Reduction vs. Q1 Up 22.8% vs. LY vs. up 48.5% in Q1 YOY >80% Net Promoter Score ~1,400 bps Increase Since 2020 3.6% 3-Year Comp 35% eCommerce Demand Growth SECOND QUARTER HIGHLIGHTS



 

Q2 | 2022 | 7 Q2 COMP SALES Lapping Strong Home-Related Spending In 2020 31.3% -13.2% -9.2% Q2 2020 Q2 2021 Q2 2022



 

Q2 | 2022 | 8 Q2 2022 COMP SALES BY CATEGORY 2022 vs 2019 Comp sales = (1 + TY Comp) * (1 + LY 2 Year Comp) - 1 3-Year Comparable Sales Growth Despite Continued Consumer Spending Pressure -10% -9% -5% -5% -3% 31% 50% 4% 1-Year Comparable Sales Included Strong Growth in Seasonal -30% -17% -14% -9% -6% -4% 26% -9%



 

Q2 | 2022 | 9 48.5% 22.8% Q1 Q2 Q3E Q4E 2022 YOY Inventory Growth(1) INVENTORY REDUCTION EFFORTS ON TRACK (1) 2022 Q3 and Q4 are estimates Up Mid to HSD YOY Flat to Down YOY



 

Q2 | 2022 | 10 Net Sales Gross Margin Gross Margin Rate Adjusted Operating Expenses(1)(2) Adjusted Operating Expense Rate(2) Adjusted Operating (Loss) Profit(2) Adjusted Operating Margin Rate(2) Adjusted Diluted (Loss) Earnings Per Share(2) Diluted Weighted Average Shares Q2 2022 SUMMARY INCOME STATEMENT ($ in thousands, except for earnings per share) (1) Operating Expenses are comprised of adjusted Selling and Administrative Expenses and Depreciation Expense. (2) Adjusted 2022 results are non-GAAP financial measures. A reconciliation of reported GAAP results to the adjusted non-GAAP results is included in the appendix. Adjusted Q2 2022 $1,346,221 438,548 32.6% 523,536 38.9% ($84,988) (6.3%) ($2.28) 28,919 Q2 2021 $1,457,374 577,797 39.6% 523,947 36.0% $53,850 3.7% $1.09 34,716 Change vs. 2021 (7.6%) (700) bps 290 bps (257.8%) (1000) bps NM



 

Q2 | 2022 | 11 Net Sales Gross Margin Gross Margin Rate Adjusted Operating Expenses(1)(2) Adjusted Operating Expense Rate(2) Adjusted Operating (Loss) Profit(2) Adjusted Operating Margin Rate(2) Adjusted Diluted (Loss) Earnings Per Share(2) Diluted Weighted Average Shares YEAR-TO-DATE 2022 SUMMARY INCOME STATEMENT ($ in thousands, except for earnings per share) (1) Operating Expenses are comprised of adjusted Selling and Administrative Expenses and Depreciation Expense. (2) Adjusted 2022 results are non-GAAP financial measures. A reconciliation of reported GAAP results to the adjusted non-GAAP results is included in the appendix. Adjusted YTD 2022 $2,720,935 943,142 34.7% 1,041,671 38.3% ($98,529) (3.6%) ($2.68) 28,770 YTD 2021 $3,082,926 1,231,744 40.0% 1,055,342 34.2% $176,402 5.7% $3.75 35,319 Change vs. 2021 (11.7%) (530) bps 410 bps (155.9%) (930) bps NM



 

Q2 | 2022 | 12 $160M Annual CAPEX CAPITAL ALLOCATION $0.30 Quarterly Dividend(1) $900M(2) New ABL Credit Facility Progressing Down from prior guidance of $175 million Approximate 5.9% yield (as of July 29, 2022) Expect to enter new facility to replace existing $600M facility in Q3 (1)The payment of future dividends will be at the discretion of our Board of Directors and will depend on our financial condition, results of operations, capital requirement, compliance with applicable laws and agreements and any other factors deemed relevant by our Board of Directors. (2) On July 29, 2022, the company entered into an engagement letter with its lenders to arrange, on a best efforts basis, a 5-year syndicated asset-based revolving credit facility of up to $900 million, with an additional uncommitted increase option of up to $300 million. The company expects to enter into the new ABL revolving credit facility during the fiscal quarter ending October 28, 2022, subject to the satisfaction of customary closing conditions, including the negotiation and execution of documentation acceptable to the parties.



 

Q2 | 2022 | 13 SECOND QUARTER RESULTS OUTLOOK OPERATION NORTH STAR WRAP-UP APPENDIX



 

Q2 | 2022 | 14 RISING TO THE CHALLENGE • Right-sizing inventory to pursue more closeout opportunities • Better opening price points • Capitalize on trade-down demand with quality and value assortment Unlocking Sales Opportunities • More targeted and efficient pricing and promotions • Freight and non-freight cost pressures easing • Reducing supply chain costs through new tools and better flow • Continuing to address shrink • COGS management • Margin accretive closeout buys Improving Gross Margin • SG&A expense reduction efforts • Reduced CAPEX outlook by temporarily delaying new store openings and remodels in fiscal 2022 Managing Business Prudently



 

Q2 | 2022 | 15 LAUNCHING MORE COMPELLING OFFERS… BARGAIN HUNT TREASURE HUNT ESSENTIALS TRIP



 

Q2 | 2022 | 16 …WITH SIMPLIFIED ENDCAPS FOCUSED ON BARGAINS AND TREASURES CURRENT FUTURE (Oct and beyond) PRIOR



 

Q2 | 2022 | 17 …AND SHIFTING ASSORTMENT MIX CREATES MORE REASONS TO SHOP US BARGAIN HUNT Closeouts and limited-time deals Target Mix: 33% Shifting our assortment to offer more bargains TREASURE HUNT Unique seasonal or trending items ESSENTIALS TRIP Never outs and category staples Target Mix: 33% Target Mix: 33%



 

Q2 | 2022 | 18 COMP SALES NEW STORE SALES GROSS MARGIN SG&A 1-year comps down low double-digit range Net new and relocated store openings to deliver 140 basis points of growth vs 2021 Sequentially improved gross margin rate in the mid-thirties Low-single-digit growth vs. 2021 Q3 2022 OUTLOOK



 

Q2 | 2022 | 19 IMPROVING COMP SALES GROSS MARGIN IMPROVEMENT SG&A COST REDUCTION Sequential improvement in 1-year comps driven by better opening price points, more closeout/bargains, trade-down, and lapping 2021 supply chain issues Sequential improvement in Q4 to approximately in-line vs. prior year quarter Over $70 million in structural savings for the full year Q4 2022 OUTLOOK



 

Q2 | 2022 | 20 SECOND QUARTER RESULTS OUTLOOK OPERATION NORTH STAR WRAP-UP APPENDIX



 

Q2 | 2022 | 21 We are moving faster to provide even better deals and assortments for our customers by leveraging our vendor relationships and excellent private label brands. We are also building additional capabilities to grow our ecommerce business. We remain highly confident in the enormous value creation opportunity from Operation North Star, and I’ve never been more excited about the future. Bruce Thorn, President & CEO CEO COMMENT



 

Q2 | 2022 | 22 OPERATION NORTH STAR IS OUR MULTI-YEAR TRANSFORMATIONAL GROWTH AND VALUE-CREATION PLAN LAUNCHED IN 2019 FUND ENABLE GROW Store count growth Sales productivity e-commerce acceleration Brand activation and customer growth Pricing and COGS program Promos and markdowns Shrink and loss reduction Structural expense reduction and leverage Supply chain investment Customer experience (stores & online) Talent and capabilities Data and technologyFor more information on Operation North Star, please see our January 2022 Investor Presentation at www.biglots.com/corporate/investors



 

Q2 | 2022 | 23 SALES $8-$10B AMBITIOUS LONG-TERM FINANCIAL TARGETS OPERATING MARGIN 6%-8% ROIC1 20%-25% Defined growth drivers Gross margin expansion and disciplined expense management Accretive investments and ongoing return of capital 1 ROIC defined as trailing 12-month net operating profit after tax divided by average invested capital (long-term debt and shareholders’ equity) over the same time period.



 

Q2 | 2022 | 24 SECOND QUARTER RESULTS OUTLOOK OPERATION NORTH STAR WRAP-UP APPENDIX



 

Q2 | 2022 | 25 Q2 WRAP-UP • 3-year comparable sales growth of nearly 4% in Q2, an acceleration from ~2% in Q1 • Q2 adjusted EPS loss of $2.28 due to year-over-year sales decline and significant cost pressures • 1-year comps to be down in the low double-digit range in Q3, with sequential improvement in Q4; focused on unlocking additional sales opportunities (i.e., better opening price points, bargains/closeouts, trade-down demand) • Expect sequential improvement of gross margin in each of each of Q3 and Q4, with Q4 margin approximately in-line vs. prior year quarter • Structural SG&A cost savings of $70 million in fiscal 2022 • Expect to enter into a new $900 million ABL revolving credit facility • Continued progress in Operation North Star creates long-term value creation opportunity
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Q2 | 2022 | 27 SECOND QUARTER 2022 GAAP TO NON-GAAP RECONCILIATION The above adjusted selling and administrative expenses, adjusted selling and administrative expense rate, adjusted operating loss, adjusted operating loss rate, adjusted income tax benefit, adjusted effective income tax rate, adjusted net loss, and adjusted diluted earnings (loss) per share are “non-GAAP financial measures” as that term is defined by Rule 101 of Regulation G (17 CFR Part 244) and Item 10 of Regulation S-K (17 CFR Part 229). These non-GAAP financial measures exclude from the most directly comparable financial measures calculated and presented in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America (”GAAP”) store asset impairment charges of $24,105 ($18,149, net of tax). Our management believes that the disclosure of these non-GAAP financial measures provides useful information to investors because the non-GAAP financial measures present an alternative and more relevant method for measuring our operating performance, excluding special items included in the most directly comparable GAAP financial measures, that management believes is more indicative of our on-going operating results and financial conditions. Our management uses these non-GAAP financial measures, along with the most directly comparable GAAP financial measures, in evaluating our operating performance. ($ in thousands, except for earnings per share) As reported As adjusted (non-GAAP) Selling and administrative expenses Selling and administrative expense rate Operating loss Operating loss rate Income tax benefit Effective income tax rate Net loss Diluted earnings (loss) per share $510,444 37.9% (109,093) (8.1%) (28,590) 25.4% (84,150) ($2.91) ($24,105) (1.8%) 24,105 1.8% 5,956 0.1% 18,149 $0.63 $486,339 36.1% (84,988) (6.3%) (22,634) 25.5% (66,001) ($2.28) Adjustment to exclude store asset impairment charges APPENDIX



 

Q2 | 2022 | 28 YEAR TO DATE 2022 GAAP TO NON-GAAP RECONCILIATION The above adjusted selling and administrative expenses, adjusted selling and administrative expense rate, adjusted operating loss, adjusted operating loss rate, adjusted income tax benefit, adjusted effective income tax rate, adjusted net loss, and adjusted diluted earnings (loss) per share are “non-GAAP financial measures” as that term is defined by Rule 101 of Regulation G (17 CFR Part 244) and Item 10 of Regulation S-K (17 CFR Part 229). These non-GAAP financial measures exclude from the most directly comparable financial measures calculated and presented in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America (”GAAP”) non-cash store asset impairment charges of $24,105 ($18,149, net of tax). ($ in thousands, except for earnings per share) As reported As adjusted (non-GAAP) Selling and administrative expenses Selling and administrative expense rate Operating loss Operating loss rate Income tax benefit Effective income tax rate Net loss Diluted earnings (loss) per share $991,223 36.4% (122,634) (4.5%) (32,759) 25.6% (95,232) ($3.31) ($24,105) (0.9%) 24,105 0.9% 5,956 0.2% 18,149 $0.63 $967,118 35.5% (98,529) (3.6%) (26,803) 25.8% (77,083) ($2.68) APPENDIX Adjustment to exclude store asset impairment charges



 


